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Planet Aspect List
a w s Sun Opposes Moon
a y g Sun Sextiles Mars

h q c Jupiter Conjuncts Chiron
j y + Saturn Sextiles MidHeaven

a e h Sun Trines Jupiter
a t j Sun Semisextile Saturn

K q . Uranus Conjuncts North Node
K e c Uranus Trines Chiron

a q K Sun Conjuncts Uranus
a q . Sun Conjuncts North Node

l y ; Neptune Sextiles Pluto
; y c Pluto Sextiles Chiron

s e g Moon Trines Mars
s y h Moon Sextiles Jupiter

_ q g Ascendant Conjuncts Mars
_ r + Ascendant Squares MidHeaven

s u j Moon Quincunx Saturn
s w K Moon Opposes Uranus

_ i c Ascendant Semisquare Chiron
+ i d MidHeaven Semisquare Mercury

s w . Moon Opposes North Node
d r l Mercury Squares Neptune

+ y f MidHeaven Sextiles Venus
+ r g MidHeaven Squares Mars

d i + Mercury Semisquare MidHeaven
d r c Mercury Squares Chiron

+ y j MidHeaven Sextiles Saturn
+ r _ MidHeaven Squares Ascendant

f q j Venus Conjuncts Saturn
f y + Venus Sextiles MidHeaven

. e c North Node Trines Chiron

g q _ Mars Conjuncts Ascendant
g r + Mars Squares MidHeaven
g y . Mars Sextiles North Node
h r j Jupiter Squares Saturn
h e K Jupiter Trines Uranus
h e . Jupiter Trines North Node
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Time Traveler
Exploring Past Lives with Astrology
Until you make the unconscious conscious, it will direct your life and you will call it fate." - Carl Jung
Why You Are Like You Are
Time Traveler doesn't pretend to categorically identify exactly who or what you were in another life, or place
you in a particular period in history.
There is no astrological method for determining that, and it can only really be done by accessing deep memory
through dreams, spontaneous recall or creative expression, or some form of hypnotic regression.
What Time Traveler does do is provide clues and examples, possible lives, characters, scenarios and dramas,
that like the wind whipping up the surface of the sea, can have the effect of stirring memories of your oceanic
depths.
This has the effect of giving you a more profound sense of yourself, not least if all because it provides the
underlying reasons for why you are like you are, and why your present life is like it is. In other words it
describes your Karma.
Karma is simply the Law of Cause and Effect, that for every action there is an equal and opposite reaction. And
it is a statistical fact that karma is actually the most widely accepted explanation for the state of anything or
anyone living on this planet. But karma is often confused with fatalism; that you are what you are as a result of
what went before and there's nothing you can do about it.
And this can then become labelled as a 'copping out'. But a true student of karma knows that this could not be
farther from the truth, for by determining and taking responsibility for what you did or didn't do before in
previous lives, you can learn more about yourself and how you work, and therefore correct any negative
current attitudes.
This in turn positively alters your behavior, causing you to make better decisions, and ultimately changes your
life itself - for the better!
Time Traveler will suggest ways in which you can do this. Otherwise, as George Santayana put it "Those who
cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it".
You will see that Time Traveler reveals and describes the more dramatic previous lives for the simple reason
that these are the ones that are the strongest causes and so will have the strongest effects.
A life where for example you died in the thick of battle with loved ones left unsupported at home will leave a
far greater impression on you than a life that was whiled away doing little of any note, with nothing much
happening.
Also be aware that as an eternal soul your lifetimes make up an endless and continuing story. Consequently
what is happening in this life is a continuation of what went on before, and what went on before that, etc., etc.
In other words, often what is described as a possible previous life can be very similar to the one you are living
now!
In this way Time Traveler gives you a great sense of your history as an individual soul, and therefore of a great
story in the telling.
You will also recognize how there can be a swinging back and forth from one extreme to another; for example,
from 'perpetrator' in one life to 'victim' in the next, to 'perpetrator' again; or from 'loner' to 'social animal' and
https://spiralspectrum.com
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back again, and so on and so on, until the pattern is recognized and corrected, a balance created, taking you
on to a higher level altogether.
Likewise, two apparently very different lifetime descriptions simply originate from two distinctly different
lifetimes or periods within one lifetime.
Bear in mind that any of the characters or situations given as possible examples in your previous lifetimes may
just as easily refer to someone with whom you spent time rather than to you yourself.
Finally Time Traveler, for the sake of simplicity, does not include every astrological indication of what previous
lives you had and how they affect you in this present one.
Most notably, the issue of how one's state of physical being and health can be karmic - that is, the result of
events and lifestyles of previous incarnations - is only very occasionally touched upon, if at all.
Furthermore, note that your present life and personality, as well as being a product of your previous ones as
described in Time Traveler, is a reaction to the body and historical era and culture it finds itself in.
Jot and Jog
To help jog your deep memory it is a good idea to spontaneously jot down any thoughts or feelings, and any
notions or ideas of previous existence, that come to mind as you read each chapter and section of Time
Traveler.
To do this you need to either print and read as hard copy, and jot notes by hand - or alternatively you can read
from the screen and make notes on Notepad or some such application. As you do this it is quite likely that
patterns, themes or plots will emerge, so jot these down as and when they occur to you.
Also note how sometimes a particular past life scenario, trait or possibility may be repeated with similar
wording, laying great emphasis upon it, indicating its greater influence and significance. In the process of
jotting and jogging you will be surprised how your deep memory gets activated, and how you build up a
picture of who and what you were.
What you make of what you were is what you make of what you are and what you make of what you are is
what you are going to be

Time Traveler Contents
Chapter One - Your Karmic Trend
Chapter Two - Your Last Life
Chapter Three - Your Recent and Distant Lives
Chapter Four - Your Deep Memory Sources
Chapter Five - Your Far-Distant Lives
Chapter Six - Bound for Glory

Possible Past Lives:
Against this sub-heading are given examples of potential past life scenarios and characters for nearly all of the
astrological indications used in Time Traveler. In no way are any or all of these examples stating categorically
that such scenarios or characters do or did actually apply to you.

Disclaimer
Possible Past Lives: Against this sub-heading are given examples of potential past life scenarios and characters
for nearly all of the astrological indications used in Time Traveler. In no way are any or all of these examples
stating categorically that such scenarios or characters do or did actually apply to you.
https://spiralspectrum.com
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Chapter One - Your Karmic Trend - What's OUT and What's IN
The Lunar Nodes - Dragon's Head and Dragon's Tail
The two Nodes of the Moon - the South Node and the North Node - represent respectively, what you were,
and, what you are becoming.
Physically, the Nodes are where the Moon intersects the ecliptic (the plane of the path of the Sun) in a
Southerly direction, and directly opposite, in a Northerly direction.
The Southern Node, which is also called the Dragon's Tail, can be likened to where you came from, the
conditions and traits that comprised your previous life or lives and which have become ingrained in your
personality, for good or ill.
Another way of understanding this is to see your soul as a boat voyaging through the seas of time.
The Dragon's Tail is the stern of that boat, with its wash forever leaving behind where you have been and who
you were.
As a Karmic Trend it is OUT. However, in effect you can never let go of it entirely as it is the stern of a boat that
lends stability and enables one to steer.
Furthermore, it is also your store of talents and abilities born of both positive and negative experiences, so be
sure not to throw the baby out with the bathwater! The Northern Node, which is also called the Dragon's
Head, can be likened to the conditions and traits that comprise the furrow you are advised, or rather obliged,
to plough in this life.
The Dragon's Head is like the prow of your little soul boat, pushing against the water, making headway and
progress, creating and discovering new capabilities, while leaving the past with its bad habits and
inappropriate attitudes progressively behind - but naturally encountering some resistance.
As a Karmic Trend it is IN, which means to say it leads towards your DESTINY, that being the direction in which
your life fundamentally wants to go according to some program deep within your psyche.
Following your destiny optimizes the flow of events in your life as it helps you avoid going down blind alleys
and false trails, even though sometimes doing so may be a necessary part of your destiny.
Also, sometimes you may see contradictions where something is IN as well as OUT, but this would mean that
in this present lifetime a quality of personality which is OUT is still particularly important and valuable, or
needs working out and cleaning up before you can steam ahead towards your destiny.

Karmic Trend OUT: Being Judgmental, Self-Righteousness, Feelings of
Superiority & Jumping to Conclusions

/9

South Node in Sagittarius

Dragon's Tail in Sagittarius
The trail behind you, your memories of how life used to be and had to be for the sake of security and comfort,
was characterized by being in a position which was elevated in some way - or at least, that is how you felt it to
be.
This point is in fact quite critical because if you left your last incarnation still believing you were a 'cut above'
then in this lifetime it still persists, which can be a good and a bad thing, as we shall see.
If on the other hand you departed from your last life with serious doubts about what you believed in,
including yourself, then this can mean that you are not nearly sure enough of yourself in this present life - at
least initially.
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You might still be seeking truth and meaning, but it'll be without the help of a belief in yourself or some higher
being.
The first 'type' would appear to have the advantage because they have on board a degree of self-confidence.
But because this is the OUT Karmic Trend such confidence is more likely to be met with events and
relationships that cut you down to size, that react to what would appear to be dogmatism or arrogance on
your part.
In other words, if you are the first type these are signs that you are being forced to be more 'ordinary', nobody
special, just the 'man or woman in the street' as you are knocked and nudged towards your IN Karmic Trend,
as described in detail below under Dragon's Head in Gemini.
If on the other hand you are of the second type who has in effect already been knocked or stepped down
previously, then what you pay for in lack of confidence is compensated for by others finding you approachable,
with no airs and graces.
The trouble can be that you take this 'ordinariness' too far and become self-deprecating to a destructive
degree.
You can of course be a bit of both of these types, with the friendly and unassuming coming through the
superior and judgmental persona of the first type, and streaks of arrogance and pomposity leaking through
the deferential nature of the second type.
Possible Past Lives:
·
·
·
·
·

Someone in a position of showing or telling others how to behave, such as a priest or priestess, a
member of the judiciary, or anyone who was seen to hold legal power or the moral high ground.
A person who was a firm 'believer' in that they had a sense of being better than certain others,
namely non-believers.
A preacher or a proud member of the 'flock'.
Somebody who travelled the world, possibly giving them a sense of freedom and unreachability.
An individual who lost their faith or fell from grace, or suffered a sharp turnaround in their
fortunes.

Dragon's Tail Ruler: Jupiter
As your Dragon's Tail Ruler is Jupiter you can find out more about the pros and cons of your OUT Karmic Trend
in Chapter 3/Your Recent and Distant Lives under 'Your Karmic Opportunities', with the emphasis upon what
are genuine advantages and patterns of growth, as distinct from promising yourself too much or too little.

Karmic Trend OUT: Self-Limitation through Over-Dependency on Home,
Family & Background

/ 4th

South Node in the 4th House

Dragon's Tail in your Fourth House
The qualities of your past lives that tend to hold you back, while at the same providing you with deeply
installed habits for good or ill, as described above by the Sign position of your Dragon's Tail, were and are
especially applied to your home and family life, and your 'roots' in general, as investigated to some degree in
Chapter 5/Buried Karma or Ancestral Issues.
The big sign that you are hanging back into the past with its old habits and the 'devil you know', is that you
come from a dysfunctional family - or at least one where some members have quite serious emotional
problems - one of whom might be you!
However, the real problem can be that because of the karmic trend to become more useful, as described
below by your Dragon's Head in your Tenth House, you spend time and energy - or rather waste them - trying
https://spiralspectrum.com
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to put your family in order rather than furthering your career and improving your material status.
Notwithstanding other influences to the contrary, another sign of this trend can be that your family doesn't
encourage or recognize your professional position or efforts, or the talents that could accomplish success.
The writing on the wall here is quite clear, but because blood, like mud, is thicker, and stickier, than water, you
can remain stuck with a thankless and unrewarding task - while your chances for professional advancement
trickle away while waiting for your family's approval.
To put it another way: strive to attain a position in life and then possibly help your family members - not the
other way around because that would mean you never got anywhere with either.
Still another way of this karmic trend manifesting itself is your being too much of a home-bug, hoarder or stayat-home, even to the point of being agoraphobic and even 'burying' yourself in your own subjective world.
Possible Past Lives and Possibly Outgoing Present Life:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

The homemaker or homesteader; care person, nurturing and in supportive roles; family person.
Caterer or chef.
Creator of foundations and places of belonging.
Genealogist or archaeologist.
Someone very much in seclusion, tucked away in some remote place. Getting lost in the identity of
the clan or family unit.
A member of the 'tribe' - possibly one of the classic tribes like those of ancient Israel, Scotland,
Greece, etc.
Someone who managed life at a strictly emotional level, using strong feelings like love and fear to
get others to do what they needed them to do or be.
Anyone for whom home and clan were supremely important and so possibly experienced some
great drama or loss concerning same.

Karmic Trend IN: The Common Touch, Communicative, Humor, Lightness,
Interestedness

.3

North Node in Gemini

Dragon's Head in Gemini
This lifetime, the qualities that carry you forwards and upwards are any which put and keep you in touch with
life and people at a street level, which means in an ordinary, neighborly, down-your-way fashion.
The more this common touch is developed then the lighter, easier and more rewarding life becomes.
All this offsets or pre-empts the self-righteousness and opinionatedness that can be the hangover of having
your Dragon's Tail in Sagittarius, as described in full above.
Having an innate wisdom about life that is born of much seeking and travelling in previous lives now means
that you have to develop the ability to put it across in a way that others can understand and appreciate,
because you have taken the trouble to pitch it on their level.
Failing to do this would just put people's backs up. The analogy here is that of the preacher in the pulpit;
talking down to and not being available to be talked back to.
This time around you really have to present in the sense of being in a two-way communication, rather than
indulging or being lost in your own thoughts, be they good or bad.
To be genuinely interested in other people, and thereby forget your own agendas and complexes, is the
obviously clear lane on the road ahead - and quite a fast one too.
There can be a projection here, with you feeling that you are the one being lectured and preached to, but this
https://spiralspectrum.com
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would be a sign that you have got yourself into the worst of both worlds; you are not owning your innate
wisdom while at the same time feeling one of the powerless masses with no voice.
Every time you are making a connection with someone, possibly just by enquiring how they are doing and
wanting an answer, you are empowering yourself and going up through the gears.
Potential or Actual Present Life:
·
·
·

Teacher, journalist, diarist, comedian, lexicographer or anyone to whom words and knowledge are
the stuff of life.
Someone who lives by their wits, who is streetwise, and regards knowledge and contacts as a
means to an end, without there necessarily being any moral issue involved to slow or complicate
matters.
Someone who makes a point of being up to the minute, in the know, conversant with whatever is
contemporary, of the moment.

Dragon's Head Ruler: Mercury
Take special note of any mention of the influence of Mercury in this report for such will give further
information and clues concerning your Karmic Trend, particularly with regard to what is IN.

Karmic Trend IN: Professional Furtherance, Public Recognition, Material
Status & Success

.10th

North Node in the 10th House

Dragon's Head in your Tenth House
The qualities described above for the Sign position of your Dragon's Head are or need to be applied to that
area of life which is concerned with career and gaining position in the material world.
In the process, or in order to achieve this, you need to overcome responding or reacting too emotionally to
people and events, for this would be falling back into the negative habits that go with having your Dragon's Tail
in your Fourth House as previously described, along with the dead-end, unrewarding, stuck-at-home or
trapped-inside-of-yourself state that can go with this.
In other words, in this life you are striving to become more objective and less subjective, to build a businesslike attitude and persona that has no time or place for anyone who (hitherto) would play upon your naturally
sympathetic nature, waste your time, or not respect your position.
In fact, having a position in this life is what makes sense of this life, what makes it meaningful and ordered.
Fate engineers your career path quite unerringly, even dramatically.
However, as you were previously accustomed to operating on a strictly needs-must or instinctual basis,
planning and discipline are capabilities you may have to strive to develop in this life.
Potential or Actual Present Life:
·
·
·
·

Businessperson or professional in some field - one that is very possibly alluded to elsewhere in
this report.
Worldly success - fame even.
Negatively, notoriety or infamy.
A position of authority.

https://spiralspectrum.com
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Your Karmic Trend: Pros and Cons
Planetary Aspects to your Lunar Nodes
These, if you have any, are very important because they tell you about the ease or difficulty in finding and
following your Karmic Trend and leaving behind the outworn.

The Lighted Way - 'Close One' aaaas

. qa

North Node Conjuncts Sun

Sun uniting with Dragon's Head
Trend Tracer:
You have a clearly defined Karmic Trend for the following reasons.
Your Karmic Trend with respect to what is IN is aligned with your will and ego. This means that your life is
more likely to amount to something or simply be more satisfying that it is for most, other karmic influences
notwithstanding.
The Sign and House of your Dragon's Head, as described above, have the power of the Sun factored into them.
In other words, in this lifetime the 'light' and the 'way' are one and the same. The way is lit - you are 'on target'
with your destiny. All you need to do is simply proceed, carry on.
Potential or Actual Present Life:
·
·
·
·

Someone who works quite hard on getting it right, on being true to themselves.
Giving the impression that this current life is destined or even 'scripted'; perhaps it is the latest in
a series of lifetimes of conscious preparation for this one.
A lifetime simply doing what you have done before, but at a previous stage of development.
Someone who has a very positive effect on others, lighting their way.

Beneficiary or Victim of the Emotional Tide - 'Close One'

aaaaa

.ws

North Node Opposes Moon

Moon uniting with Dragon's Tail
Trend Tracer:
You have a clearly defined Karmic Trend for the following reasons.
As fast and as hard as you might be trying to get away from where you came from and from what is holding
you back - the OUT Karmic Trend - whatever it is pulls you back equally fast and hard. The image here is of a
little boat trying to set off from the shore while the tide is coming in.
Then again, what exercises such a strong pull can have qualities about it that are as reliable as they are
familiar, giving rise to healthy habits, useful talents and a highly sympathetic disposition. The truth of the
matter here will be seen in the condition of your Moon as described in the next chapter, Your Last Life.
In any event, it would be a case of your having to revisit your past and origins in order to garner what is good
and leave behind what is bad, once and for all.
The trouble here can be that as much as you like to hang on to those good memories and traits from the past,
there is a horror of confronting the bad ones.
The reason for this 'horror' is that you feel that you would cut yourself off from your emotional supply line if
you did so.
But this is a trick of your ego; it would have you think this so that it can remain in control, driving you round in
circles interminably!
https://spiralspectrum.com
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This is a pity because when the incoming tide is allowed to immerse you in the depths and shallows of your
emotional truth, the outgoing tide will find you possessed of undreamed of gifts and abilities born of the
profound emotional awareness that is in fact your birth right - and you set sail toward a bright new horizon.
Possible Past Lives:
·
·
·
·
!
·

A very strong family or tribal life, with binding ties, for good or ill. !
Lifetimes completely and endlessly immersed in very familiar surroundings, possibly cut off from
life in the 'outside world', like a remote homestead in the prairie, hills or forest. !
A lifetime or more which was shared with the same souls that now comprise your blood family,
especially your mother - hence the strong conditioning for good or ill; blood and soul are one which ultimately has to be a good and pure thing. !
Pay special attention to the past lives described in Chapter 2/Your Last Life bearing in mind that
they are deeply embedded.
Like a garden full of flowers and weeds, the weeds have to tamed or eliminated if the flowers are
to flourish. Unless you are genuinely happy with the 'weeds'!

Well-Signposted aaass

. eh

North Node Trines Jupiter

Jupiter harmonizing with Lunar Nodes
Finding your destined path in life is greatly assisted by well-wishers and benefactors, which are reliably
situated along your life's highway. But this in itself is dependent upon you recognizing such figures as you
encounter them.
Essentially your path is well-signposted, which means to say that your Karmic Opportunities, as described in
Chapter 3/Your Recent and Distant Lives, are classic opportunities in that they are there to direct you exactly
where your soul wants you to go.
However, as well as depending on what those Karmic Opportunities actually are, both in terms of quality and
quantity, a great deal also rests on whether what you are looking for has got anything to do with your true
direction.
One can have an excellent map - and you do - yet you need to know what place you are looking to go to. As a
simple guide, if the path or guide has heart, follow it or them. Your life can be often a case of being shown, or
showing, the 'way home'.
Possible Past Lives:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

A good travelling companion or fellow pilgrim.
A faithful servant or trusty guide.
Being a good teacher or the student of one.
Someone who kept to their path despite difficulties and temptations.
An explorer or trailblazer.
A keeper of the 'faith'.
Someone who left signs and values that helped to guide and reassure those who came after them.

Follow Your Star - 'Close One' aaaas

. q K

North Node Conjuncts Uranus

Uranus uniting with Dragon's Head
Trend Tracer:
You have a clearly defined Karmic Trend for the following reasons.
Your destiny is unusual in that it has everything to do with your being an utterly unique individual. Over
previous lives you have progressively become more and more aware that the only way is to be true to yourself.
https://spiralspectrum.com
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Most obviously this necessitates a quite conscious pursuit of whatever it is you feel is unique or unusual about
yourself. So this would include classic self-knowledge pursuits such as psychology, personal karma, astrology,
transformative methods, consciousness-raising workshops, etc. - or something unusual and off-the-wall in
itself.
And it is also quite possible that you take on the role of professionally practicing one of these subjects or
disciplines - and very much in your own, possibly innovative, way.
In a great or small way your destiny is that of being a 'star', as in guiding or shining.
The stark alternative to all this though, is that if there are parts of you that feel unsafe and insecure stepping
outside of the comfort zone of your class-race-creed myth or social stereotype, then you resist that call of your
own uniqueness and its unique destiny.
This can be very confusing and frustrating because you would be effectively imprisoning your true self for the
sake of the security of the 'known'.
There is a third alternative here which is the 'mad inventor' which is believing that one's unique role is that of
the 'genius' who can show the world the 'truth'.
This would be a classic case of short-circuiting the 'spark' that is the initial sense of one's uniqueness to being
the 'star' who everyone looks up to, while bypassing the all-important self-knowledge stage. This way can be
uniquely disastrous.
In any event, note that all this means that your Uranian Lineage is particularly strong, as described in Chapter
5/Your Far-Distant Lives/Alien, Sky People & Prehistoric Karma/Uranian Lineage.
Potential or Actual Present Life:
·
·
·
·

Having one's life path revealed to one in a flash of inspiration, after which comes the hard slog of
living up to it. Someone uniquely fitted to their role in life.
An individual who suddenly, or quite shockingly, has to live up to the high position in which they
have placed or found themselves.
An astrologer or psychologist. Encounters with remarkable individual who help show you your
way.
'non-event life' as a consequence of resisting or failing to recognize one's uniqueness.
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Chapter Two - Your Last Life
The Moon - Unconscious Promptings
The Moon in your chart has been described, symbolically at least, as where the Sun in your last life's chart
was. In other words, the Moon is symbolic of your personal unconscious mind, for what was conscious in your
last life - the Sun - has become unconscious in this one, giving rise to automatic responses, habits and
predispositions.
So this will also provide you with clues as to why you are like you are in your current circumstances, because
of what occurred previously. And your past in this lifetime, namely babyhood and childhood, is a direct
continuation of what preceded it and so holds important clues concerning what or who you were in your last
life. This, like a dream, is often forgotten, slipping away into the light of common day.
So enquiring into your past, or using some method like hypnosis in order to do so, can be very enlightening
with regard to who you could have been before. All the time though, bear in mind that although this chapter is
strictly about 'Your Last Life', that life is the result of the ones that came before it!

Wandering & Seeking Karma

s9

Moon in Sagittarius

Moon in Sagittarius
Your last life was one where you could have been anything from a vagabond to a holy person.
The theme that links the two is, as the title suggests, that you have the kind of soul that is seeking. But the
seeking is, and probably has been, of two basic types which are symbolized by the dual nature of Sagittarius:
half-human and half-horse.
The lower, equine half has been a seeker in the sense of covering ground in pursuit of satisfying the lower
appetites, such as sex, food, merriment and just plain wanderlust.
The upper, human half has been a seeker after meaning and laws by which to govern and understand life, or
furthering one's knowledge and understanding academically.
This upper half has to do with religion, something which is very relevant in the context of past lives, simply
because religion and divinity played a greater part in everyone's lives prior to our secular modern age.
And so to one degree or another, consciously or unconsciously, you are still living out your 'Wandering &
Seeking Karma', whether it's just the freedom to roam or the search for 'god'.
Where such last life karma finds you in the present day and age depends greatly on the culture into which you
were born. If it was religious in any way then you would have either taken to it like a duck to water, or reacted
to any kind of doctrine strongly and not wanted to have anything to do with it.
Then again, you may have started our toeing the religious line, but broken away later. Conversely, if there was
no obvious religious persuasion in your background, you may have gone looking for it.
But the fact remains that there is this 'religious gene' in you that has to play out somehow, whether it finds
you being a staunch believer or a confirmed atheist or agnostic.
The same applies to that 'horse-half' in that in this life you might still need to roam, simply travelling the
world, gallivanting, making sexual conquests or just 'horsing' around.
Where your previous wandering and/or seeking has left you is the key question now; in fact, the very thing
you are after discovering now.
The big issue and also clue to all this lies with pondering how to integrate the human half with the animal half,
something which most religions have historically failed to do. Often the animal half has been denied as 'sinful',
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thereby denying the libido, leaving it to be suppressed.
Later it is then liable to burst out in some unruly fashion, apparently proving that it is justifiable to have reined
it in at the very least.
Some older religions have incorporated sexuality, but there still seems to be very few real guidelines other
than the suppressive or very permissive by way of compensation.
Perhaps the concept and practice of temperance is another useful clue. In any event, your karmic need to find
a way, be it very free or inscribed in stone, is still very much in need of taking further.
Possible Past Lives:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Pilgrim, priest of priestess.
Member of clergy or some religious order, including pagan.
Preacher or teacher. Lawyer or member of the judiciary.
Victim of the church or judiciary. Philosopher, professor or archaeologist. Philanthropist. Visionary.
Traveler, cosmopolitan.
Hedonist or lecher, or in the clutches of one.
Archer or fletcher.
Runner.
Horseman or horsewoman.
Hobo.
Wild person or savage.
Lives lived in (according to present day geography) Arabia, Australia, Chile, Cologne,
Czechoslovakia, Dalmatia, Provence, the Holy Land, Hungary, Madagascar, Moravia, Sheffield,
Singapore, Spain, Stuttgart, Sunderland, Toronto, Tuscany

Your Last Life: Details and Dynamics
Your Moon Aspects
These show you the more precise conditions of the above past lives and past life conditions.

Reconciling Opposites - 'Close One' aaaaa

s wa

Moon Opposes Sun

Moon opposing the Sun
In your last life you were given to some kind of extreme. This got to a critical mass then and in this lifetime you
are obliged to become more balanced, more able to see both sides of whatever the situation is.
The most basic opposing extremes are male and female, so it is quite likely that you are now the opposite sex
to what you were in your last life.
So if you are male now then you probably have a hard time with women, probably seeing them as too
submissive and illogical, or, you have a soft feminine side to your nature that appears to compromise your
masculinity.
Or the reverse, if you are female now you have a difficult time with men, experiencing them as being
aggressive and unfeeling, or, you have a pronounced masculine side that is felt to compromise your femininity.
In any event it is probably advisable to see yourself as having been forced into the other person's shoes, or the
boot now being on the other foot – and this would apply to anything or anyone that confronts you, not just
the opposite sex.
Your last life was one where you took many or all of your then personal traits and experiences, as described in
this chapter, to the limit, with little or no awareness that it takes two to tango, or that there will be a price to
pay for such extremism.
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Now, by recognizing and owning your 'other half' you can in this life become a very broad, rich and rounded
personality, and very honest too. Of necessity though, this would be arrived at by having one or more
extremely intense and difficult relationships – probably with people with whom you were involved last time.
Possible Past Lives:
·
·
·
·

Either a man or a woman who, for one reason or another, had the whip hand and abused or
overused it.
Conversely, you could have been the one on the receiving end of the 'whip hand' with you now
having to redress this imbalance by taking matters in hand.
A situation where the odds were stacked strongly in favor of one side - and you took advantage of
this, or were resigned to being on the weaker or inferior side.
Someone who changed sides as it suited them; a turncoat.

Ready Flow of Raw Energy aasss

s eg

Moon Trines Mars

Moon harmonizing with Mars
Through your past lives, and your last one especially, you have learnt to align your instinctual needs with your
desires and personal drive. Consequently you have little trouble motivating yourself.
This is mainly because you don't have to think too much about it; you just get on with it. By its very nature,
you may not even recognize that you have this 'Ready Flow of Raw Energy', but there it is!
Possible Past Lives:
·
·
·

Living amongst a healthy mix of male and female individuals who all knew their roles and what
was expected of them, giving you a marked and natural sense of who did what task or took what
responsibility.
A straightforward, recognize-a-need-and-meet-it, kind of existence.
Someone who was used to getting what they wanted or needed.

Fundamental Faith in Life aasss

s yh

Moon Sextiles Jupiter

Moon harmonizing with Jupiter
Very fortunately there occurred something in your last life - and very likely before that too because we are
talking lineage here and not just an event - which has conferred upon you an innate faith that there is
something good about life and those that live it.
This could have taken the form of a very positive encounter with some teacher, guide or simply a good human
being, or some kind of rewarding adventure or journey, possibly for religious reasons.
You yourself would have been involved in 'good works' of some kind. Notwithstanding any negative karma,
particularly with respect to your Moon, you have a natural trust in the way of the world.
Whether this got compromised or confused could be an issue, but it is remembering your better nature, and
your faith in the same in others, that will carry you far in this life.
This will also take you on through difficulties, as good feelings attract good events and opportunities. Take
note of any mention of the influence of Jupiter in this report - particularly in Chapter 3/Your Recent and
Distant Lives under 'Karmic Opportunities' - or any placements in Sagittarius, for such will give further
information concerning this lifetime or lifetimes where you enjoyed that 'Fundamental Faith in Life'.
Possible Past Lives:
·

The joyful pilgrim.
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·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

The merry traveler.
A charmed life, or at least a charmed episode in one.
A happy home and family life.
A philanthropist. A good friend or mother.
Someone who showed kindness and generosity to those in need.
A trustworthy guide.
The good woman.
Healthy and wholesome blood, family line or racial background.
Good 'stock'.

The Workhouse assss

s uj

Moon Quincunx Saturn

Moon conflicting with Saturn
Your last life was unfortunately characterized by basic needs not being met, harsh treatment by those in
authority, living on or falling into the lower end of the social spectrum, denial of kindness or comfort.
This, one of the most grim but common past life scenarios, has therefore been given the title 'The
Workhouse'; not because you necessarily spent any time in one, but because the term symbolizes only too
well the Dickensian nature of at least a part of your last life.
And seeing that it involves Saturn, it has to be said that all this goes back further than just your most recent
incarnation.
Moreover, in the strictest Saturnian sense, it would mean that there is very possibly a string of lives where you
have been the denied or the mistreated, and at another time the one doing the denying or mistreating, and so
on and so on.
For this reason this current life is, from a spiritual standpoint, one where you have to 'make good'.
This means to say that the 'victim' in you has to confront the 'victimizer' in you.
This is an exercise in 'guilt and reparation' which has as its goal and reward the 'closing down' of 'The
Workhouse' as a highly significant emotional understanding is reached between the two.
In other words, by owning to yourself that both these characters exist inside of you, you can then both be
healed of the blight to the soul that this dreary place represents.
In Dickensian terms this is famously seen in the story of Scrooge in 'A Christmas Carol' as he is led by spirits to
dramatically encounter his own afflicted childhood and maltreated children (his inner victim) and thereby be
positively transformed.
This Aspect could equally and more literally be called 'Need of Care' for this is the karma of not caring enough,
and so in this life - again by way of reparation - you very probably find that you need it more than most or are
obliged to make sacrifices in order to bestow it on those in your sphere who do need it.
Possible Past Lives:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Hard times, possibly actually in the workhouse or some similar place.
Barren places and circumstances.
Motherhood or mothering denied or inadequate.
Tough and unpleasant conditions. Meagre rations or outright poverty.
Living through or dying during a famine.
Life where the feminine qualities of life were undervalued or totally overlooked; meaning women
themselves were treated as second-class citizens - or not even that. Times of emotional
suppression and denial, even though the material wherewithal was present.
Family break-ups. Slavery or servitude.
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Emotional Shock - 'Close One' aaaas

s wK

Moon Opposes Uranus

Moon conflicting with Uranus
Something occurred in the context of your last life as described here - or as a result of it - that was shocking,
unexpected, or an act of rebellion maybe, especially with regard to women.
Then again it could have been some kind of sudden realization, innovation or invention that disrupted and
changed things radically.
This could have taken the form of an accident, explosion or upheaval - again, particularly in the context of the
meaning of your Moon Sign.
All this would originate from your Uranian Lineage as described below 'Alien, Sky People and Prehistoric
Karma in Chapter 4/Far-Distant Lives. As a consequence of these kinds of event, in this lifetime there can be
an expectation of emotional or domestic disruption that is not really warranted by the present circumstances.
In other words, you can be the one who creates the sudden change as a way of pre-empting an anticipated
fate.
Possible Past Lives:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Someone who never felt they belonged; a square peg in a round hole.
An aviator lost in the clouds.
An individual driven from their home or homeland by revolution - or invasion, and who fights to
subvert the invader (like for example, a member of the French Resistance against the Nazis during
World War Two).
Or one of those who did the invading or raiding, disrupting and destroying homes, family life and
security - possibly from the air.
A suffragette in the early part of the 20th century.
A runaway from family ties and commitments because they inhibited personal freedom, or
conversely, someone who stayed at their post whilst it became more and more unbearable to the
point of sudden disaster.
Any occasion involving severe emotional shock, giving rise to a deeply unconscious feeling that
everything could suddenly change, be upset or taken away - especially with regard to being
wrenched from one's home, family, country or people.
Persecuted for being 'different' or being regarded as an outsider or disruptive in some way.
An outcast.

Beneficiary or Victim of the Emotional Tide - 'Close One'

aaaaa

s w.

Moon Opposes North Node

Moon uniting with Dragon's Tail
Trend Tracer:This profoundly important Aspect has been described above under the same title in Chapter 1/Your Karmic
Trend.

Where Your Last Life Plays Out Now
Your Moon House
This tells you in what area of life the above-described past life events manifest or play out in this lifetime.

Attachment to Home, Family & Roots

s 4th

Moon in the 4th House

Moon in your Fourth House
Your Moon is in a Water House, and this profoundly influential position is given a suitably lengthy description,
under the same title, in Chapter 4/Your Deep Memory Sources/ Buried Karma or Ancestral Issues.
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Chapter Three - Your Recent and Distant Lives
Jupiter and Saturn - Keepers of Karma
This is about your most-likely unconscious memories of lives going back through the whole of known,
conventionally accepted, Earth history - like major programs on a computer hard-drive that are running in the
background and affecting your present life.
This can be seen as how your life has been, and still is, dealt out by the two hands of fate symbolized by
Jupiter and Saturn - those two 'major programs' in our computer analogy.
On the one hand, Jupiter deals out your Karmic Opportunities giving rise to growth and expansion, while on
the other, Saturn deals out your Karmic Score, lessons that when learnt create stability, maturity and
authority.
However, seeing that Jupiter and Saturn are, like hands, a 'pair', they should always be seen to serve one
another, with for example, an opportunity (Jupiter) being made something of (Saturn), or effort (Saturn)
opening up new avenues of possibility (Jupiter).
Similarly, they often seem to shift one into the other, with opportunities turning into lessons, and lessons
becoming opportunities.

Your Karmic Opportunities
Jupiter
Jupiter is your journey, inward or outward, which the seeker in you has taken and is taking through lifetimes,
and in doing so brings with it opportunities for growth and greater understanding.
It is your sense of adventure and of going somewhere meaningful and ultimately full of joy as you appreciate
more and more that a great story is being told through one incarnation after another.
Most significantly, Jupiter's rulership of religion is particularly relevant here because past lives have usually
taken place during some period in history, whereas for those of us raised and living in the modern
materialistic, technological and secular world - as distinct from cultures that have retained their religiosity religion has not been such a strong influence upon our lives and upbringing as it was previously.
So religious influences in previous lives are notable because they tend to decree what one's scope and
opportunities in life actually were or were allowed to be. And these influences of course leak through to the
present life.
The weaknesses of Jupiter are also marked by lifetimes of overdoing anything, relying too much on luck, being
excessive or overly confident. As a general rule, but not always, Jupiter is about sowing karma.

Wisdom through Relationship

h7

Jupiter in Libra

Jupiter in Libra
Because you have spent quite a lot of time and even lifetimes growing and advancing through your
relationships with others, in this lifetime the social graces, awareness of beauty, and creating harmony are still
talents that further and reassure yourself and others.
Previous lives have been largely steeped in who and what you were in relationship to the whole or one person
in particular, as distinct from being a loner, or independent or asocial in some way.
Consequently, it is still relationships that provide you with a natural vehicle and opportunity for growth.
Jupiter being what it is though, you may have taken the 'social animal' bit too far, with you losing yourself in
social distractions, relatively superficial activities, and populist values - giving rise to an expectation of others
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that is asking to be ultimately disappointed.
Other karmic indications given in this report may well emphasize the need to be more your own person, or
conversely, encourage you to carry on being that good mixer.
Take special note of any mention of the influence of the Ruler of Libra, Venus, in this report for such will give
further information concerning your acquiring of 'Wisdom through Relationship'.
Possible Past Lives:
·
·
·
·
·
·

Socialite, diplomat, jet-setter, party-goer, a people-person.
The well-connected person. Perhaps you knew many people a little, that is, just enough to know
how to have them do your bidding, or to just 'fit in'.
An observer of the laws of the society in which you found yourself, but possibly at the expense of
judging people by what was regarded as being socially acceptable, rather than on their own
merits.
A social official, like a judge or magistrate.
The gracious individual.
Someone who experienced the best and worst of being a 'nice person'.

Your Karmic Opportunities: Details and Dynamics
Your Jupiter Aspects
These show you the more precise qualities and conditions of your Karmic Opportunities born of experiences
during Your Recent and Distant Lives.

Brownie Points Aplenty aasss

h ea

Jupiter Trines Sun

Jupiter harmonizing with Sun
Quite simply you have performed good deeds in previous lives, have been a 'worthy pilgrim'. Notwithstanding
your more difficult karma, there are streaks of gold going through the hard rock.
This means that you really do know what 'goodness' actually is - because you have always kept it in sight, to
one degree or another.
Whether it is just an occasional glint that you caught sight of, or a constant shaft of warm golden light, you are
indeed blessed - or rather you have remained in touch with a 'blessed realm', a place from which all goodness
springs.
It is as if you have within you a trail leading back to this place that is so far yet so close.
Naturally, it would be wise - which you potentially are - to not hide your light for any reason, because you will
find that the more you immerse yourself in areas of darkness or hardness where light is needed - something
that you may already have done - then the more you will access warmth and light as you do so.
All this begs the question what 'luck' actually is - because you do have it. The irony here is that trusting in luck
too much will not answer this question at all and just find you coasting or merely holding your own.
But to know what luck really is would mean that you could again be a source of great help, guidance and
encouragement - and at an even higher level. Light is in no need of light, but darkness is.
Possible Past Lives:
·
·
·

Someone who helped or delivered others in their hour of need.
A good ruler or monarch.
A life where it was somehow shown to you what really matters, what truly saves the day.
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·
·
·

A hero or heroine.
Someone who experienced and benefited from the light of a true spiritual master; was touched by
it.
A holy life.

Fundamental Faith in Life aasss

h ys

Jupiter Sextiles Moon

Jupiter harmonizing with Moon
This highly beneficial Aspect has been described under the same title in Chapter 2/Your Last Life.

Dogma Karma assss

h rj

Jupiter Squares Saturn

Jupiter conflicting with Saturn
Here is a firm indication of powerfully influential lifetimes being a member of some established religious
denomination or of some longstanding tradition where subscribing to its customs and rules was a strongly
enforced obligation.
Alternatively, you could equally have been opposed to such catholic bodies or beliefs - but this would sort of
have amounted to the same thing.
And needless to say, this 'Dogma Karma' is and has been rife in human society since the dawn of time, so its
carries a lot of collective weight.
In this lifetime though, such 'Dogma Karma' can find you being or feeling either restricted or guilt-ridden for
no obvious reason - or for the wrong reason - or find you straining against limitations to the point of finding it
hard to commit to anything or anyone for long.
Significantly, none of this may be obvious to you, at least not at first, for the simple reason that this 'we are
right and they are wrong' belief has been so long and so deeply installed.
It is possibly only going to dawn on you that this is the case when something or someone does the same to
you.
That is, they strongly think you are wrong and oppose or block you, or they fail to commit to you.
Or you even go so far as running afoul of authority or the law as you try make a stand against what appears
externally to be holding you back.
And another very common expression of 'Dogma Karma' is to now not believe in anything at all, but as it has
been said, this is a stubborn belief in itself.
The big challenge in this lifetime is to find a balance between fact and faith, between expansiveness and
limitation, and thereby create a healthy philosophy and attitude which submits neither to dark doubt or blind
conviction.
Possible Past Lives:
·
·
·
·

A life battling against non-believers or those who opposed your beliefs, like for example, a
crusader in the Holy Land in the 11th or 16th century; or being on the opposing side, that is, one
of the 'non-believers'.
Someone who was in a position of authority but did not believe that they had any authority; or
conversely, someone who had strong beliefs but no authority.
Someone who was downtrodden by the 'state' and or the 'church', or was biased toward one or
the other, or who was dangerously caught between the two.
A victim of the Law of Man or the Law of God, or someone who victimized others in the name of
one or both.
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·

A person who was simply caught up and confined by whatever prevailing system was in power at
the time, and felt powerless to do anything about it - or never even thought to do anything about
it, just complained.

The Well-Seasoned Soul - 'Close One' aaaaa

heK

Jupiter Trines Uranus

Jupiter harmonizing with Uranus
Born of the fact that you have been around the cosmic block quite a number of times you have a kind of
inbuilt guidance system that to others can seem like plain good luck.
But really it is because you have travelled through lifetime after lifetime in the spirit of just that: the traveler through space and time, experiencing anything and everything for the joyful experiment and exploration that
it essentially is.
It cannot be over-emphasized that you have it in you to be one of life's outright successes - notwithstanding
any other karmic influences to the contrary.
How broad this cruising breezing streak in you is can make the difference between someone who just has a
karmic 'get out of jail free' card and someone who really shows others what an amazing opportunity,
experiment and experience life on earth really is.
Take note of any other mention of the influence of Uranus in this report, namely in Chapter 7/Your Distant
Lives under 'Alien, Sky People and Prehistoric Karma' for such will give further information concerning your
being 'The Well-Seasoned Soul'.
Possible Past Lives:
·
·
·
·
·
·

Globe-trotter, adventurer, entrepreneur.
Lifetimes spent in magical and magnificent places and eras.
Space and time traveler.
Magician or conjuror.
Witness or friend to leading lights in the field of human endeavor and the seeking after truth; just
possibly you were such an individual yourself. Broadminded being with laidback lifestyle to match.
Goodhearted gambler or charitable chancer.

Well-Signposted aaass

h e.

Jupiter Trines North Node

Jupiter harmonizing with Lunar Nodes
This fortunate Aspect has been described under the same title in Chapter 1/Your Karmic Trend.

Where Your Karmic Opportunities Play Out Now
Your Jupiter House
This tells you in what area of life the above-described qualities and conditions of your Karmic Opportunities,
born of experiences during Your Recent and Distant Lives, manifest or play out in this lifetime.

The Value of Wealth

h 2nd

Jupiter in the 2nd House

Jupiter in your Second House
In previous lives you acquired and developed a healthy and wise attitude towards money. So your Karmic
Opportunities in this life center around enjoying the material side of life.
You possess the basic belief that you deserve to be either well-off or never be wanting in the material sense.
Not believing this would point to some other kind of karma, probably described elsewhere, that says the
opposite for some reason.
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But the essential meaning of your Karmic Opportunities is that it is through believing in your own worth that
you attract wealth or the necessary.
Then again, it may well be that you are growing beyond seeing life just in material terms and your Karmic
Opportunities come to you through realizing what assets and worth are really all about, and what creates
them.
Possible Past Lives:
·
·
·

Financial guru.
Someone just happy with what they have, whatever that might be.
Person who is lucky with money, to whom money just comes when needed.

Your Karmic Score
Saturn
Saturn is all about karmic lessons learned, to be learned, or in the process of being learned.
So Saturn is like a record of what you have learned to your advantage, or have not and now need to, as the
case may be - and where this finds you in this lifetime.
Saturn also symbolizes authority, in terms of the type of authority or authorities you had to deal with
previously and now.
You may have fallen foul of some kind of external authority, for example; but in the end you are seeking
internal authority born of knowing your deeper self through accessing and appropriately responding to the
nature of your karma.
Your karma has the ultimate authority in you and over you; this is why Saturn is called the Lord of Karma.
Naturally enough, the position of Saturn can show what it is you are initially weak in, or even fearful of,
because that will be the area you are needing to firm up, mature and eventually become an authority in as a
consequence of taking on board your karmic lessons and doing something about them.
More usually, but not always, Saturn is about reaping karma.
Here we look at your Karmic Score so far, that is, points for and against from your recent and distant lives, and
the subsequent lessons you are learning in Saturn's 'Karmic University'.

The Karmic University of Emotional Authority

j4

Saturn in Cancer

Saturn in Cancer
The past life or karmic issues for you to learn from and about are concerned with feelings, empathy, security,
home and family, belonging and accommodation, mother and motherhood, race and background, roots and
the past.
The expression or need for authority, then and now, resides in these areas; like for example the authority that
feelings, or your mother and family, had or have over you - or were instilled into you.
Depending on the condition of your Saturn as shown below, any or all of these dimensions or qualities of life
will be prone to denial or deprivation, responsibility and stability, trial and discipline, endurance or durability.
Saturn being in the opposite Sign to the one that it rules, Capricorn, means that matters will be inclined to the
negative at first, in the sense of what you are learning about would also be evidenced initially by a lack or
weakness in these above described areas.
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As a general rule, Saturn in Cancer echoes the saying "Those who don't care are made to care".
And this simple dictum is very probably what past life scenarios and difficulties hinge upon.
In other words it has been a lack of care and empathy, received but mostly given, that is behind most
emotional and domestic problems and creative blocks and sensibilities in your present life.
As part of the 'curriculum' however, at some stage you will find that you can care too much and feel
emotionally overwhelmed until you learn, or rather feel that you deserve, to draw some boundaries.
It is only at this point on your learning curve that you begin to actually possess emotional authority, an
example of which is the singer who can sing with feeling but at the same time control those feelings.
Take note of any mention of the influence of the Ruler of Cancer, the Moon, in this report, namely in Chapter
2/Your Last Life for such will give further information concerning your time at 'The Karmic University of
Emotional Authority'.
Possible Past Lives:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Home-making or destroying.
An absence of sympathy.
A difficult mother or difficulty being a mother.
Losing a mother or child.
Being in a position where status and reputation had priority over personal life and feelings, with
the result that personal feelings were not recognized.
Possibly a quite bleak life emotionally, even though it may have had the trappings of order and
security, like material or social status.
A member of a 'cold' family, or at least one where genuine emotions were not allowed to be
properly expressed.
A lowly domestic or irresponsible landowner.

Your Karmic Score: Details and Dynamics
Your Saturn Aspects
These show you the more precise qualities and conditions of your Karmic Score born of experiences during
Your Recent and Distant Lives.

The Workhouse assss

j us

Saturn Quincunx Moon

Saturn conflicting with Moon
This difficult Aspect has been described above as 'The Workhouse/Moon conflicting with Saturn' in Chapter
2/Your Last Life, strongly suggesting that such Saturnian Karma originated in the life immediately previous to
this one.

Sorrow in Love/Trouble with Money and/or The Value of Formality & the
Importance of Form - 'Close One'

j q f

Saturn Conjuncts Venus

Saturn uniting with Venus
Karmic Springboard:
The manner in which the combining of these two Planets' energies has progressed and been expressed
through your previous lives, and so far in this one, has now got to a new and powerful point of departure.
The karma of this union is dual in the sense that there are challenging and constructive Aspects to it - as the
title and text testify - which are present because of both the negative and the positive being experienced
during different periods.
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Effectively these two Aspects should be seen to respectively serve and stimulate one another, one 'demand'
the other 'supply', rather than the one being regarded as 'wrong' and the other as 'right'.
It is now up to you as to how it proceeds from here:
Sorrow in Love/Trouble with Money This is one of the tougher karmic scores to deal with as historically love and personal happiness (Venus) have
usually had to give way to order and convention (Saturn).
You were definitely in some way remiss in how you previously conducted affairs of the heart, even if this
meant being simply dutiful rather than loving, on either side.
This would have involved one of the classic scenarios regarding 'Sorrow in Love' in that it appeared that
circumstances treated you badly in this respect.
For example, there could have been an arranged marriage with practicality, financial considerations and status
precluding any love or finer feeling; social or professional position compromising the sense of sharing and
equality that is essential to a loving relationship; difficulties and disasters creating a basic doubt that love can
actually exist at all; a simple lack of time or resources making life too uphill to leave room for love and
affection; giving up on love for apparently justifiable reasons like being cheated upon or forsaken in some way
or other.
The list is fairly endless, but the point here is that it is YOU who are having to learn to love in this life time as a
consequence of losing faith in it previously, with 'Sorrow in Love' being the ongoing and natural outcome from
thereon in.
So in this life you will be the one who has at times to go the extra mile, make more concessions than you
possibly think fair, and basically share and give, give and share, until the balance of karma is attained - and this
would include not giving or loving too much on your part by way of overcompensation.
Then and only then will you have a satisfying and stable relationship.
Remember you are at first making up for not believing in the power of love. Also previously, you were similarly
remiss with regard to your sense of values in that you experienced events and relationships that made you too
lax or too tight with money, and this in turn had something to do with placing too little or too much value on
things.
For instance, you could have 'bought love' or allowed it to be so, or undervalued the love and affection that
someone showed to you. So you are now having to learn a healthier sense of values - which would include the
aesthetic appreciation of things - and you would be denied love or money until you had done so.
Money can't buy you love.
When this balance of karma has been reached however, your relationships and finances become more stable
than most.
Take note of any other mention of the influence of Venus in this report for such will give further information
concerning 'Sorrow in Love/Trouble with Money'.
Possible Past Lives:

·
·

The cold-hearted person or 'user'.
An abuser of affluence.
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·
·
·
·
·
·

Someone who seriously forsook or took advantage of the feelings and affections of another - or
allowed themselves to be so, sacrificing their own worth and values in the process.
Being a 'Scrooge' or conversely, 'generous to a fault'.
A love life compromised or denied by giving into negative social pressures and opinions rather
than following your own heart.
A prostitute or pimp, or anyone else who traded on the human need for love.
Someone who was cavalier about money and emotions.
An individual who did not make the most of themselves and their resources.

The Value of Formality & the Importance of Form Notwithstanding other lifetimes to the contrary, you do have a basic core of responsibility where relationships
are concerned, born of lessons probably hard-learned previously.
There is a conventional or formal streak in you - which may or may not fit with the rest of your personality that comes down the line from lives where order and harmony were recognized and proven to be excellent
bed-fellows.
This karmic history has also conferred upon you a discipline or professionalism where art is concerned; it is as
if you just 'know' how to compose or structure things, be they words, pictures or sounds.
This element of your karmic make-up can be your saving grace - in time.
Possible Past Lives:
·
·
·
·

One in which occurred a stable and responsible relationship.
In a period when social rules and good form were religiously observed - any time from Classical
Greece to the Victorian Era.
An artist, writer or musician - one who obeyed tried and true methods and composition.
Someone with conventional tastes and values.

Dogma Karma assss

j rh

Saturn Squares Jupiter

Saturn conflicting with Jupiter
This challenging Aspect has been described above in your Karmic Opportunities/Jupiter under the same title.

Where Your Karmic Score Plays Out Now
Your Saturn House
This tells you in what area of life the above-described qualities and conditions of your Karmic Score, born of
experiences during Your Recent and Distant Lives, manifests or plays out in this lifetime.

Karmic Friendships and Associations

j 11th

Saturn in the 11th House

Saturn in your Eleventh House
The learning of these lessons as described here, as well as any hard-earned advantages such as authority,
accomplishment and maturity, are most likely to be implemented and make themselves felt with respect to
your friendships and associations, along with the social values or principles they reflect.
So you will have key friends or associates who dole out your Saturnian Karma as described here.
This means that these are people you have known before and were somehow involved with in some of the
Possible Past Lives mentioned in this report.
In turn this can mean that key friends and associates are very supportive, or quite the opposite as they
challenge you to live out and live up to the demands of your Karmic Score.
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It is possible that some friends enact both the hero and villain in your life, from lending you a hand to tripping
you up, as they dole out your karma.
At some point you have to scrutinize the values and principles that your friendships and group involvements
are based upon, with a view to revising them.
Potential or Actual Present Life:
·
·
·
·
·
·

Someone who finds success and authority in group situations, or conversely is afraid of them and
so avoids them.
Politician.
Being in friendships that seem to be 'taking over from where they left off'.
Supportive friends or trying ones.
Friends that owe you something, or friends to whom you owe something, or both.
Difficultly making friends, or a reluctance to have them, probably because you are unconsciously
seeking to avoid the karma they bring with them in the ways just described.
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Chapter Four - Your Deep Memory Source
The Water Houses - The Sea, the Well and the Subterranean River
These are the parts of your birth chart - the Twelfth, Fourth and Eighth Houses - which leak or let in emotional
memories that come from deep within your psyche.
Any Planets placed in them therefore give distinct types of access to equally distinct types of past life
experience, depending on the Planet.
Although they are seen here primarily as these memory access points to previous lives, they can also describe
what is happening or can happen in your current life, but in a contemporary context.
There can be from none to all the Planets positioned in these Houses, but even if a Water House is empty, a
clue is given by the Planet that rules the Sign on the Cusp of that House.
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Pressing Karma or Unresolved Issue
Your Twelfth House
Often seen as the House of Karma itself, the Twelfth is more properly seen as an indication of past life issues
that have 'risen to the top' as they are pressing to be dealt with - rather like the sea encroaching on the land and if they are not then one is confined, restricted or inundated by them according to the nature of any
Planets placed in it or on its cusp, and to a lesser extent, of the Planet that rules it.
Looked at another way, the longer you leave such issues unattended to, the more difficult it is to deal with
them, which then makes you more reluctant to do so.
This creates a feedback loop that escalates the problem, manifesting as a kind of 'psychic constipation' as you
find it harder and harder to release what is stuck in your Twelfth House, the House that contains what is called
in psychological terms 'the repressed contents of the psyche'.
The 'pressing' nature of these karmic issues can be quite literally felt as some kind of distress or difficulty by
one's mother while you were inside of her, which simultaneously has something to do with events in her life at
the time, the effects of which are naturally passed directly on to the embryonic you.
This is also an instance of how the Twelfth House is about the timeless and a causal dimensions of life,
because one can't really say whether it is the child or the mother that sets off the chain of events, or when.
Equally, these pressing issues may well be to do with collective karma, that is, the result of things done and
felt, be they negative or positive, by some portion or even the whole of humanity.
However, it has still fallen to you, in whatever capacity you possess, to do something about or with whatever
this collective karma might be.
In your life, when these issues have been successfully dealt with they then develop into psychological
awareness, healing talents and insights into the spiritual and mysterious nature of life itself.
It can also mean that you are able to tune into the collective needs and desires, cater to them, and thereby be
widely popular and successful.
However there can be a negative version of this which finds you being the embodiment of collective illusions,
with success followed by a fall when the illusions are realized.
In any event, it is as if these latent capabilities are 'gestating' even after one has left the womb, for them to
'birth' later, all being well, or otherwise.
Any Planets in your Twelfth House will help describe your 'Pressing Karma or Unresolved Issues', and if you
have no Planets here, which means you haven't got any really important outstanding issues, then you may
refer, as given, to the planetary Ruler of the Sign on the cusp of this House which will provide you with
alternative clues to what could be building up to such a critical mass.

Spiritual Warrior or Misdirected Force

g12th

Mars in the 12th House

Mars in your Twelfth House
Pressing karmic issues center around the use, assertion and direction of force or forces. Most likely this means
that previously you asserted yourself in a way that was not thought through enough, so now it feels that
something outside of your control either forces your hand or stays it.
Something - seemingly mysterious but actually just that previous impulsive 'you' - pushes you forward or holds
you back. All this forces you to focus more intently on what it is you actually want, or don't want.
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Without reflecting carefully and possibly for quite some time on this issue, or a particular issue you are
presented with, you will continue to have that 'something' provoking or inhibiting movement. There may even
be the 'combination punch' of your being precipitated into a situation or relationship, only to find that it runs
out of steam as fast as you found yourself involved, or that you had bitten off more than you can chew.
Then again, especially if you are female, this impulsive or inhibited energy can take the form of someone else
forcing their way into your life, or not, as the case may be. And again such a person could first be assertive and
then go quite passive - all reflecting your own pressing karmic issue, as described here.
In fact, a kind of frustrated passivity, 'what to do now' feeling, is quite a common sign of this karmic obligation,
that being the obligation to think before you act. In fact, it would be more accurate to say that you need to go
inward and meditate before you act, or on what it is that stops you from acting, or acting precipitously. And
this points to the positive expression of a Twelfth House Mars: spiritual warriorhood.
This means that ultimately your 'battlefield' is an internal or metaphysical one, and one where you can
become a champion of those who are psychologically or physically afflicted in some way, or simply in need of
some kind of mental guidance with respect to physical or sexual activity.
Another possible expression of such 'spiritual warriorhood' can be that you somehow express the desires,
satisfied or not, of the many, possibly through music, acting or art.
Possible Past Lives:
·
·
·

Warrior, fighter, soldier, athlete, contender, leader, pioneer.
Hard and aggressive individual.
Someone who got what they wanted too easily, leading to their undoing. Negative sexual
experience(s).
· Life as a male.
· Someone who forced issues.
· A hot-headed individual.
· Someone who was supposed to act but didn't.
· A military event which proved utterly futile, classic example.
World War One.
· One of many 'unknown soldiers', or someone close to one.

Evil Be To Him (or Her) Who Evil Thinks

; 12th

Pluto in the 12th House

Pluto in your Twelfth House
There is some event from a previous existence that weighs heavily upon you because it is unresolved or
uncompleted.
The trouble can be that this 'something' builds to ominous proportions and frightening aspect simply because
it has been left 'hanging'.
It is quite likely that it was some critical, dark and difficult, even fatal event
Yet it is your fear of this and what it poses that is likely to make it into something far worse than it actually
was.
The most likely candidate here is simply death; that your last life - or perhaps a life of long ago - ended on a
bad note and so has left an impression upon you that whatever it was has a very negative and fearsome
connotation, that it is even evil.
Yes, it may have been to do with some dark deed or event, but it is still being made worse by leaving it 'in the
closet'. Something left in the dark gets darker.
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It is only one's ego that finds all this so offensive and unflattering that it keeps it locked away. But it won't go
away.
It is a statistical likelihood where reincarnation is concerned that there will have been some 'dark goings on'
occurring somewhere in your soul's past, especially if you are of pronounced Plutonian Lineage, as described
in Chapter 5/Your Far-Distant Lives/Karma of the Underworld and the Ancient Earth.
As soon as you steal yourself to accept this then the dimly perceived wicked or evil nature of your previous life
or lives that haunts you, will begin to haunt you no longer.
By doing so you then release into your life a positive transformative process.
As the poet Holderlin said "Where there is darkness the saving powers also arise".
In other words, by daring to look into one's shadows and resisting your ego's need to be 'good', you then
invoke help and light from previously unseen or unimagined sources. Some could be quite mystical or divine,
such as angels, literally or in human form.
Or you find yourself magically gaining closure on something in life that has long been hanging over you. Or
what you feared was not the case, that you were just an 'innocent bystander'.
Whatever it is needs simply to be brought to light - now.
This means shining the Light of Consciousness upon the feeling you feel, or the image you have of 'it'. Inquire
within!
The mean alternative is that the fear of perceived evil builds up to being quite destructive - mainly to yourself a darkly self-fulfilling prophecy, in fact. "Honi soit qui mal y pense" (Evil be to him who evil thinks).
Possible Past Lives:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

A horrific death, or even a scene of mass fatality, like in a plague or death camp.
Being involved with something or someone darkly negative.
A life ended by one's own hand.
A black magician or some such evil-doer - or more likely an encounter with one.
The loss of someone close in dire circumstances.
A place of darkness and finality, like being buried alive, literally or metaphorically.
A spy.
Someone working, and possibly dying, in a dark and dangerous place, like a mine.
Buried alive.
Some life and death drama that took place there.
Dying with a dark secret.
A powerful individual for the good, like a healer or shaman, but who suffered at the hands of evil
forces.
A life where some powerfully negative emotion was allowed to persist and do damage, like
jealousy, revenge or hatred, and was never eliminated or forgiven, posing the need of forgiveness
now.
An event that gave rise to these negative emotions, such as being murdered, abandoned,
blackmailed or betrayed.
Equally one may (also) have been the murderer, abandoner, blackmailer or betrayer - such is the
victim/victimizer pattern of lifetime after lifetime.
A secret life or a life of dark secrets.

Ego Karma

a

12th House Ruler Sun in 10th House

Your Twelfth House is Ruled by the Sun
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Pressing karmic issues are brought into your life through anything to do with your ego-expression, vanity,
sense of self-importance, creative endeavors, generosity, children, your experience of your father, or with
respect to any other mention of the Sun in this report - or of the Sign it rules: Leo.

Buried Karma or Ancestral Issues
Your Fourth House
This part of one's chart indicates one's roots and ancestors, the wellspring of one's being.
When absolutely as it should be this provides a constant and pure source of security, nurture and life-blood. It
is our tap into the gene pool, our heredity, our DNA. As such, some previous lives can be very similar or even
identical to the lives of one's ancestors.
And seeing that ancestral or congenital qualities have always been there, one's awareness of them can be so
subjective as to be 'buried' in the sense of being quite unconscious - that is, until something reminds you of
one, like a forgotten dream.
In fact, one's dream-life is often drawn from this wellspring of memories, as too are your creative ideas and
any strange notions that just sort of bubble to the surface.
All or some of one's Buried Karma or Ancestral Issues can be quite noticeable in the nature of your home, in
terms of physical style or atmosphere.
Any Planets in your Fourth House, or on your Fourth House Cusp, will help describe your 'Buried Karma or
Ancestral Issues', and if you have no Planets here then you may refer, as given, to the planetary Ruler of the
Sign on the cusp of this House which will furnish you with alternative clues.

Karmic Trend OUT: Self-Limitation through Over-Dependency on Home,
Family & Background

/ 4th

South Node in the 4th House

Dragon's Tail in your Fourth House
This is highly significant Karmic Trend is described in Chapter 1 under the same title.

Attachment to Home, Family & Roots

s 4th

Moon in the 4th House

Moon in your Fourth House
You were very probably involved in your last life with family members that you have in this life time, especially
your mother.
This can of course be a good or a bad thing, depending on the overall quality of your last life, as described
here. In any event, present family members and the family home or hometown have strong connections to
your previous lifetime
Your fates are all mingled together in a more intense and meaningful way than most other families.
So certain members of your family could be karmic allies or enemies; you'll probably know which! The point is
that your soul has 'chosen' to lay its karma on your doorstep, so to speak.
By the same token, as a family you are very attached to one another - again, in a good or a difficult way.
The advantage of all this is that you are working off any bad karma in a very immediate sense, and not really
being able to avoid it. The more you are helping or understanding family members, the more you will be doing
the same for yourself.
However, a family that breaks up with each going their own way could indicate that either members are
running away from their karma, or, that they have consciously broken away from it and moved on.
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Another way of seeing and experiencing this 'Attachment to Home, Family & Roots' could be a communion
with Nature and animals, such being a testament to your past lives and the beings you knew then.
For more details relating to 'Attachment to Home, Family & Roots' see Chapter 2/Your Last Life.
Possible Past Lives or Ancestors:
·
·
·
·

A tribal existence.
Member of a strong or large family.
Being together with whomever your present family members were back then; this could also
mean that you could have been your mother's mother or your father's father, or any other such
fascinating family 'relationship'.
Someone involved with the land, like a peasant or farmer, or a landowner, depending on the Sign
of your Moon (Chapter 2).

Deep Roots

;

4th House Ruler Pluto in 12th House

Your Fourth House is Ruled by Pluto
Ancestral and karmic issues are evidenced and brought to the surface through the influence of Pluto, as given
in Chapter 5/Your Far-Distant Lives/Karma of the Underworld and the Ancient Earth - or in any mention of
the Sign it rules: Scorpio.

Hidden Karma or Secret Issues
Your Eighth House
The Eighth House is that area of Earthly experience that relates to death and crisis or any other intense
experience, most typically sexual intimacy.
So this is the House of Transformation and of subjects that are often taboo and therefore hidden from plain
view, like an underground river - the River Styx in mythology.
As a consequence of this they are also deeply-seated and not easily accessed or talked about.
With respect to your past lives the Eighth House therefore relates to how you actually died previously, how
that affected you as a soul, and to any intensely personal events that you may have hidden away from yourself.
The Eighth is also the House of the Dead, of the Other Side, so depending on any Planets placed here there
can be some kind of channel between you and these domains, or those who reside in them.
It could also be said that such contact with discarnate entities was made by you between lifetimes on the
astral and other planes of existence. These entities may be benevolent or otherwise.
Furthermore, it is the very nature of the Eighth that serves to bring about some kind of recall or
re-experiencing of what is hidden by there being some crisis or deeply emotional experience in the present.
Any Planets in your Eighth House will help describe your 'Hidden Karma or Secret Issues', and if you have no
Planets here then you may refer, as given, to the planetary Ruler of the Sign on the cusp of this House which
will furnish you with alternative clues.

Deeply Mysterious

l

8th House Ruler Neptune in 2nd House

Your Eighth House is Ruled by Neptune
Deep and Hidden karmic issues are evidenced by, and brought to the surface through, the influence Neptune,
as given in Chapter 5/Your Far-Distant Lives/Oceanic Bliss and Golden Age Karma - or in any mention of the
Sign it rules: Pisces.
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Chapter Five - Your Far-Distant Lives
Uranus, Neptune and Pluto - Lineages of Ancient Origin
These, the three Outer Planets, link you back to memories and imprints from Ancient and Mythic epochs,
times and places that are vague and the stuff of legend, or completely unknown to conventional knowledge.
As a computer analogy, these could be likened to the BIOS and registry, which are parts of the hard drive or
memory that are not that readily accessible to the average user, but where information and settings underlie
and direct the rest of the computer, the part the user uses; or as what is out there in cyberspace and not in
your personal memory at all.
Dim and distant though such epochs are, memories originating from experiences during them do reverberate
through the ages to more recent Earth lives, including of course your present one, registering as very powerful
and persistent drives and emotions, mindsets and notions - and the events that are created by them.
Some of these Outer Planet effects may have already been described above when they have made Aspects to
your Lunar Nodes, Moon, Jupiter or Saturn; in such cases you will be referred back to these effects.
With each Outer Planet Lineage you are given the most significant connections and influences that they carry
in this current life. One or more of these Lineages will probably be heavily emphasized - evidenced by the
weight and number of influences described - whereas others will be minimal or even non-existent.
As a simple measure, the more lines written on any Lineage (including those written in other chapters) then
the stronger that Lineage may be seen to be - but there can be exceptions to this rule, pointed out as and
when.
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Uranian Lineage
Alien, Sky People & Prehistoric Karma
Here are revealed any memories, influences or evidence of lives spent in places and times that were very
advanced and rarefied mentally, sometimes as the result of extra-terrestrial visitations or because they
actually took place on other planets.
In any event, these lives would have been in or originated from far-flung civilizations, such as Atlantis or some
other fabled realm, where advanced and forgotten technologies existed - or have yet to exist, as Uranian
Lineage can also come back from the future!
Additionally, 'magic' was literally in the air as a normal part of life, rather than being regarded as an oddity or
exception to be ridiculed or wondered at.
Again, this possibly originates from extra-terrestrial input. Similarly, space and air travel were not only the
main means of getting about, for even being able to think oneself somewhere else was possible.
In this current life time, and others previous to it, all this would have given rise to intuitive, innovative and
inventive insights - even strokes of genius - emerging, or at least trying to emerge.
In some lifetimes this would have given rise to anarchic, heretical and revolutionary behavior - with outcomes
varying from being deified to being crucified. A fast evolving and so acutely unique character would be in
evidence, one for whom freedom and truth were and are absolutely essential.
Excitement seeking and courting danger are also common Uranian traits. Difficulties with Earth-life for
'Uranian Progeny', as they are called, would include feeling out of place, an outcast, being a misfit or so-called
autistic (a label made for people who were born without a label), suffering from spasms and tics or not being
able to withhold the truth (e.g. Tourette's Disease), expecting things to happen faster than possible, as if 'by
magic', and so being out of step, ahead or behind, with the rest of the world.
They may also be accident prone as a result of this maladjustment.
'Off the wall', 'left field', 'outside the box' and 'marching to a different drummer' are all phrases that could
often be laid at the door of people with a strongly emphasized Uranian Lineage, as here described, or not, as
your case may be.
Uranian types are usually quite detached, and seemingly unemotional in the classic way that 'aliens' are
described in science fiction.
It could be seen that they come here to Earth to 'learn' about human emotionality, for whatever reason - or
alternatively (or additionally) to show Earthlings how to be free of heavy and binding emotions.
Sexual preferences can often be of the unconventional kind - that is, not straight heterosexual - as sex is
experienced by Uranians for what it basically is: a charge that is looking to be discharged, like lightning to
earth. The ultimate Uranian drive, to be free, could be said in the final analysis to apply to being free from the
karma of life on Earth itself.

The Effects of your Uranian Lineage on your Karma
Your Uranus Aspects
These show you the weight and precise qualities of your Uranian Lineage born of your Far-Distant Lives /Alien,
Sky People and Prehistoric Karma.

Genius or Fool and/or Ever Human, Ever New aaass

K qa

Uranus Conjuncts Sun

Uranus uniting with Sun
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Karmic Springboard :
The manner in which the combining of these two Planets' energies has progressed and been expressed
through your previous lives, and so far in this one, has now got to a new and powerful point of departure.
The karma of this union is dual in the sense that there are challenging and constructive Aspects to it - as the
title and text testify - which are present because of both the negative and the positive being experienced
during different periods.
Effectively these two Aspects should be seen to respectively serve and stimulate one another, one 'demand'
the other 'supply', rather than the one being regarded as 'wrong' and the other as 'right'.
It is now up to you as to how it proceeds from here:
Genius or Fool You have a very strong Uranian Lineage in that you display many of the brilliant and unique qualities
associated with it, as just described in the general introduction.
However the reason why they are so sharply in evidence is because your ego is in many ways resisting these
qualities, because they don't flatter your pride or agree with your life 'plan' as you see it or have been led to
believe it should be.
For example, you can cut out from some involvement or project just when it's about to take off because it
didn't tick all the boxes you thought it should, or just appeared too unlikely.
Or you can misread the signs and then resist change as a threat when really it is trying to guide you in a better
direction - with good luck seeming like bad luck to you.
So the karmic remedy here is to recognize when, where and how you are possibly getting in your own way; to
use the freedom you insist upon rather than seeing it as an empty and insecure space. Are you a rebel with a
cause or without one?
Take note of any other mention of the influence of the Sun in this report for such will give further information
concerning 'Genius or Fool'.
Possible Past Lives :
·
·
·
·
·

An 'egotistical ace', that is, someone who was brilliant and talented, but whose genius was flawed
by position or vanity getting in the way and so preventing them from really making the most of
their special talents.
The high-flyer - too close to the Sun (the Icarus complex).
A magician who let things get out of control, with disastrous consequences, either from the 'dark
side' or the State, which are possibly the same thing!
At any rate, someone who took foolish risks to impress others, make a point, or just to see how far
they could push their luck - with unwelcome results.
Time was and still can be distorted into perilous impatience as a result of once having been able to
make something happen by merely thinking it.

Ever Human, Ever New You are what could be called 'healthy' Uranian Progeny as your Uranian Lineage is essentially sound.
This means that you have an easy sense of your own originality and of the freedom to be what you are and to
experience what you wish without getting caught up in too many value judgments, either your own or those
of others.
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This is because you first came into Earth-life, thousands of years ago, with a distinct and conscious awareness
of what you were doing, of what you had chosen.
In other words, you knew you were signing up for one or probably more lives as a human being, an Earthling,
with all the adventures and quirks that go with being such a creature.
The thing is that this is such a natural, matter-of-fact, quality that it probably ceased to be noticed by you at
some point down the line of lifetimes.
Humans don't remind themselves enough that that is just what they are - human! But first you may need to
actually ask yourself 'What is it to be a "human"?'.
If we did we'd be less neurotic and ridden by negative emotions such as guilt and jealousy, because we'd be
recalling our original intention.
The point here is that you do have a strong sense of being human, and by being more conscious of what this
means you can be a ray of truth and freedom, a healing friend, and someone ever open and ready for the
New.
Not least of all, your affirmed and pronounced humanness would serve to progressively expiate any or even all
so-called 'bad karma' described in this report, for in effect all that is only the result of forgetting who and what
you originally were.
You more than most are able to renew yourself - but first you have to remember who that is!
Possible Past Lives :
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Humanitarian.
A friend of the Truth.
A free person, that is, never or rarely a slave to anyone or anything.
Someone who helped others to be free.
A string of lives that have been alive to 'magic', that is, where you have been made aware, or
rather reminded, of the Uranian 'place' you originated from, as described in the Introduction to
this section headed 'Alien, Sky People and Prehistoric Karma/Uranian Lineage'.
Member of a 'magical' civilization, such the Mayans, Ancient Egyptians or even Atlantis.
In fact a clue to the nature of being 'human' is given in the Mayan word for the human body:
'winclil', which mean a vibratory vessel or root; we are transmitter-receivers operating between
heaven and Earth.

Emotional Shock - 'Close One' aaaas

K ws

Uranus Opposes Moon

Uranus conflicting with Moon
Something about your Uranian Lineage had a deleterious effect on your previous life time as described above
under the same title in Chapter 2/Your Last Life.

The Well-Seasoned Soul - 'Close One' aaaaa

K eh

Uranus Trines Jupiter

Uranus harmonizing with Jupiter
This especially lucky dimension to your karmic makeup has already been described under the same title in
Chapter 3/Your Recent and Distant Lives/Your Karmic Opportunities.

Follow Your Star - 'Close One' aaaas

K q.

Uranus Conjuncts North Node

Uranus uniting with Dragon's Head
Trend Trace :
This extraordinary Aspect is described under the same title in Chapter 1/Your Karmic Trend - What's OUT and
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what's IN.

Oceanic Bliss and Golden Age Karma
Neptunian Lineage
Here are revealed any memories, influences or evidence of lives spent in places and times that were quite
simply 'heavenly'.
So your Neptunian Lineage shows ways in which you have experienced existence where everything and
everyone were interconnected, where peace and love reigned supreme for there was no separateness,
boundary or division between anyone or anything - like the ocean.
This is the realm of the blessed, of elves and fairy folk, the mystical and sublime.
It is Neptunian Lineage that is behind hippie cultures and peace movements, as well as holistic healing
modalities and all forms of art that inspire oneness and the sublime, especially music and film.
And all this would include dissolving the boundaries between one life and another, giving rise to memories of
previous incarnations through such Neptunian activities as hypnosis, dreaming and creative imagination.
These senses and sensations of universality can also be experienced as the result of spiritual devotion especially with regard to doctrines that teach the importance of self-sacrifice and non-violence, pure
Christianity being a prime example - and mystical practices such as astral travel, or more commonly through
the taking of psychotropic drugs or so-called hallucinogens.
Alcohol too can blur the line of separation between one thing and another, most commonly experienced as a
dissolving of inhibitions and so giving rise to a heightened sense of conviviality and fluidity of expression.
However, it is here, with the use of drugs or alcohol, that the 'hell' of the Neptunian realm may also be
experienced. In other words, it is Neptunian Lineage that - through inducing us to escape from what is felt to
be the limiting and heavy separateness of Earth life - can also take us into areas that are characterized by the
illusions of bliss and oneness.
This means to say that there is no shortcut to these blissful realms because they are only truly reached
through creative or spiritual discipline, and/or a very real maturing of one's spirit and soul.
As one sage put it "You cannot ripen an apple with a blowtorch" (Dr Douglas Baker).
Then again, such 'shortcuts' do serve to remind us that such blissful oneness does exist; then begins the long
road 'back to the Garden', to revisit and re-experience that ecstasy and union that you once felt and knew in
those far distant Neptunian realms.
Nevertheless, one way or the other your Neptunian Lineage will show the ways in which you try to do this,
along with the distractions, illusions and false highs that are an almost unavoidable part of it all.
For as another sage said "Tickets to Heaven are available but you have to go to Hell to get them" (Aeolus
Kephas).
Sexual preferences can often be bi-sexual or asexual; in the first case because of the Neptunian inclination to
not recognize differences, and in the second because the spiritual dimension is emphasized to the point of the
physical having no appeal or being felt to be gross even.
This also points to why creative, talented people are often quite 'loose' sexually. Living amongst classic ancient
cultures such as the Mayans and Ancient Egyptians - or even fabled places such Shambhalah or Lost Eden would be good examples of Neptunian Lineage.
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The Effects of your Neptunian Lineage on your Karma
Neptune Aspects
These show you the more precise qualities and conditions of your Neptunian Lineage born of your Far-Distant
Lives/Oceanic Bliss and Golden Age Karma.

Mental Distortions aaass

l r d

Neptune Squares Mercury

Neptune conflicting with Mercury
Owing to the great longing or suffering that is the result of your memories and associations with previous
lifetimes that were either extremely happy or very tragic - or a combination of the two - this can at times
interfere with clear thinking or honest communication.
It is as if you are still mentally preoccupied with whatever such experiences may have been. Or it could have
been that you were subject to hurt through deception, consequently making it hard for you to see clearly the
truth of a matter.
On the other hand, it may have been yourself who bent the truth to suit your means. All this can however give
you a decidedly creative mind as and when you let your mind soar whither it will, with no thought for 'making
sense' as such. Paradoxically your mental distortions can then come to be mentally inspiring.
But then losing the mental thread can be a two-edged weapon for you; for you might feel obliged to regain it
at the expense of creativity, or unconsciously want to lose it so as to avoid confronting what is an unpleasant
issue or memory - something which is most likely revealed or hinted at in this report
Take note of any other mention of the influence of Mercury in this report for such will give further information
concerning your 'Mental Distortions'.
Possible Past Lives :
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Poet or writer, especially romantic fiction.
Photographer or film-maker.
Someone who was 'at sea' for quite a long time, literally or figuratively, and so lost touch with the
realities back on dry land, possibly in quite a tragic way.
Someone who was 'away with the fairies' in the sense of being involved with other dimensions of
reality, with nature spirits or other planes of existence.
A mystic or fantasist.
Someone who used their intellect to further ends in such a way that was economical with the
truth.
The persuader, advertiser or propagandist.
Someone who was privy to information that they wished they hadn't been.

Significant House Position
Neptune in the First House or one of the By Water Houses
As Neptune is placed in one of these Houses, or on one of their Cusps, or Rules one of them, it is given special
mention, as so described.

Deeply Mysterious

l

8th House Ruler Neptune in 2nd House

Your Eighth House is Ruled by Neptune
The significance of this is described under the same title in Chapter 4/Your Deep Memory Sources/Hidden
Karma or Secret Issues.
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Karma of the Underworld and the Ancient Earth
Plutonian Lineage
Here are revealed any memories, influences or evidence of lives spent in places and times that took place
while the Earth was young in human terms. This would include any aboriginal race or tribes that were present
on Earth before the white man colonized the planet.
Essentially what characterizes these cultures is that they were shamanic, from Australian Aboriginals to South
American natives, from the Inuit to the people of the Steppes, from darkest Africa to the South Seas.
If you have a notable Plutonian Lineage you very possibly have had lives that were quite extreme: life, death,
survival, darkness, profundity, abuse, aloneness - and so there is a depth to you that can be anything from
positively transformative to downright intimidating, to yourself or others.
People of pronounced Plutonian Lineage have necessarily had lives where annihilation or self-destruction has
been in evidence. Suicides, concentration camp victims and survivors, or conversely being involved with
totalitarian movements or regimes that forced such events or situations on others.
Victims of mass disasters like plagues and famines would join the list of possible past lifetimes, but with the
added qualification of having died very consciously of such horrors - or of having survived them.
Another common sign of Plutonian Lineage in the present life is any kind of Obsessive Compulsive Disorder, be
it mild or acute, this being the result of still needing to stick to certain occult rituals that were practiced long
ago, with dire consequences if not followed to the letter.
The 'Underworld' element to this Lineage refers to the marked sense that such types have of what has 'gone
down' through the ages, 'what's been did and what's been hid'.
And with respect to shamanism it refers to the Lower World to which one journeys in order to discover the
root causes of anything, retrieve souls, or whatever.
Shaman or not, those with strong Plutonian Lineage have lifetimes that, one way or the other, drove them
deeper into the underlying truth of whatever was their object of concern. A miner, occultist, detective, spy or
archaeologist would fit this bill.
In fact, it is anything that has a deep and profoundly meaningful, and so possibly tragic, element to it that
brings a sense of solace and security to those of this Lineage.

The Effects of your Plutonian Lineage on your Karma
Your Pluto Aspects
These show you the weight and precise qualities of your Plutonian Lineage born of your Far-Distant
Lives/Karma of the Underworld and the Ancient Earth.

Indeterminate Plutonian Lineage
Pluto Unaspected
Apart from what has been described elsewhere in this chapter, information concerning your Plutonian Lineage
- at least from an Earthly perspective - is minimal, be it positive or challenging.
This is down to one of four possibilities: it is a case of your Plutonian Lineage not being that pronounced, or,
you have difficulty acclimatizing to Earth life or Earthlings and their ways because your Plutonian Lineage is so
strong, or, it is supposed to remain unfathomable, or, deep down you feel it is for some other reason.
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Significant House Position
Pluto in the First House or one of the By Water Houses
As Pluto is placed in one of these Houses, or on one of their Cusps, or Rules one of them, it is given special
mention, as so described.

Evil Be To Him (or Her) Who Evil Thinks

; 12th

Pluto in the 12th House

Pluto in your Twelfth House
This has already been described under the same title in Chapter 4/Your Deep Memory Sources/Pressing
Karma or Unresolved Issues.

Deep Roots

;

4th House Ruler Pluto in 12th House

Your Fourth House is Ruled by Pluto
The significance of this is described under the same title in Chapter 4/Your Deep Memory Sources/Buried
Karma or Ancestral Issues.
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Chapter Six - Bound for Glory
Your Part of Fortune
Through all our lifetimes there is something like a beacon or star that leads us forever on, reminding us that it
is all eventually worth the while, encouraging us to keep going.
The Part of Fortune - which is a combination of the energies of your Sun (Spirit), Moon (Soul) and Ascendant
(Personality) - is the point in your chart which represents that pot of gold at the end of your individual
rainbow.
This beacon shifts from lifetime to lifetime, much as one would have a different bearing for home at different
points on the globe, as you make your way stage by stage to your ultimate destination.
For the Time Traveler that you are, here is given your current bearing, based upon the Sign and House position
of your Part of Fortune, and written in the form of an alternating rhyme.

Liberation Brings Health
Part of Fortune in Aquarius in your Sixth House
Through this life of seeking what it is to be free
As free as a bird, as free as the air
A freedom that allows everybody to be
Free to the truth they perceive to be there.
In this way I find that what truly brings health
Is the interaction between body and soul
That life itself is the only wealth
And wellbeing is what serves the whole.
Program & Text Copyright ©2021 Stardm Ltd

MORE PERSONAL ASTROLOGY READINGS
RELATIONSHIPS
SOUL MATES
How to improve your relationship! - Identifies the positive qualities you share in order to achieve more
happiness together.
STAR LOVERS
Secrets of a better relationship - How you feel about each other, the way to make a success of being together.
RELATIONSHIP SUCCESS
How you behave towards each other - What you need to know and understand about how you attract your
partner and keep them.
RELATIONSHIP REALITY
The connection you have created together - Find out the reality of becoming a couple as you grow into a long
term relationship.
INTIMATE LOVERS
Improve your love-making styles - Gain confidence in your ability to improve your love-making - creating special
moments of pleasure together.
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PROFILES
CAREER ANALYSIS
Upcoming goals and objectives - Qualities that influence your professional working life and potential success.
CHILD REPORT
Gaining confidence for the future! Understand and track development of talent in a self-assured way.
LIFE DESTINY
Reaching full potential - How you instinctively behave and react to important situations. Understand and track
development of talent in a self-assured way.
PERSONAL OUTLOOK
All about attitude and commitment - Gain a deeper understanding of motivations, challenges and strengths.
SOUL PROFILE
Revealing life's purpose - Single-mindedness, desire, talent, sensitivity and future possibilities.

FORECASTS
LIFE FORECAST
Monthly interpretations describe your personal thoughts, feelings and desires. Long-term interpretations
indicate important life changing events.
RELATIONSHIP FORECAST
Discover when you are most likely to find love, if a relationship will stand the test of time or an existing
relationship can deepen, be strengthened or revived.
FORECASTER
Identify when to make decisions - Important opportunities, a changing relationship, job or home. Learn to rely
on your choices.
PREDICTOR
How you change, grow and develop - Make use of your most positive characteristics during the promising time
periods indicated.
LIFE STAGES
Personal development - Make the most of events and encounters. Discover what triggers your powers of
persuasion and progress?

LOVE AND ROMANCE
LOVE-LIFE FORECAST
A guide to successful dating - Important dates for romantic or social activity, details the best times for love
during the coming year.
RELATIONSHIP SUCCESS
How you behave as a partner - What you need to know and understand about how to attract a partner and keep
them.
INTIMATE LOVER
Improve your love-making style - Gain confidence in your ability to improve your love-making - creating special
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moments of pleasure.

All reports delivered instantly on-screen & emailed.
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